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Programs, Partnerships and/or Other Mechanisms to Reduce
Barriers to Participation.

The Milton Soccer Academy has researched the barriers that people face in participating in sport
programs. We don't have all the answers, but we do have some.

Barriers to Participation (from Sport Australia): anything, either real or imagined, that prevents,
stops or restricts someone from taking part, or contributing to, the game of soccer. Such barriers
can include, but are not restricted to:

 cost (fees, uniforms, travel and equipment; participation in multiple sports or where multiple
family members have programmed activities; inflation; cost of fuel.)

o In Milton, there are multiple sanctioned and unsanctioned soccer programming
competing for the population growth that is happening in our community. We
continually are looking for ways to reduce costs through sponsorships, multi-year/bulk
purchases of things like participation medals, discontinuation of individual and team
photographs as most everyone has a digital camera on their phone. We have and do
refer families to Canadian Tire Foundation's Jump Start program and the Town of
Milton's Financial Assistance program:
https://www.milton.ca/en/arts-and-recreation/financial-assistance.aspx#Do-I-qualify
There are links on this website for additional assistance as well. (As a small not-for-
profit Club, we presently lack the resources to offer a self-funded program of our
own.)

 time (People are less willing/able to commit time for training and set days; more activities
competing for available leisure time; lack or inability of a partner to assist.)

o Time is a commodity that is often in short supply. Something we are trying this
season is to have our U4 and U6 summer programs run on the same night and at the
same time so that those families with young children can just visit the field once a
week instead of twice a week. We had multiple players whose siblings came to each
other's practices on different evenings. Previously, we have utilized fields scattered
around the Town of Milton and for the past few years, we have been able to hold our
practices and games on two fields in the centre of town near the bus depot.

 access (live in a remote location, lack of access to transportation, ability to get into a
building or location.)

o The fields where we play and practice are across the street from the main bus
terminal and GO station in Milton. For out-of-town games, parents are provided with a
Team SNAP app to stay in touch with other parents and to coordinate car pooling.
Prior to the start of the season, parents can request playing on the same team as a
neighbour so that car pooling can be done more easily. (There is a procedure for
this.)

 enjoyment (people looking for more fun and fitness with less competition; unwelcoming
cultures; poorly designed sessions; unfriendly leaders/instructors/coaches.)

o One of the problems that we had previously was with the consistency of coaching
from one coach to another, even though they were required to take Canada Soccer
FUNdamentals, Learn to Train or Soccer for Life technical courses. New coaches
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were judged harshly because they were being compared in real-time against coaches
which much more experience. What we did was to write a whole set of practice plans
for each age group for both the outdoor and indoor seasons. By implementing the
station approach to training, the complaints about coaching are negligible and the
consistency and quality of our approach has gone way up, especially when compared
to other clubs. (Other Clubs rely on registering as many players as they can and then
calling parents, who do not necessarily have any experience with soccer nor
coaching, and try to coerce them into coaching by telling them that if someone
doesn't do it, their child may not have a team to play on.) All or our coaches are
trained and mentored. If a coach is sick, there are mechanisms in place so that no
team goes un-coached and the coach that steps in is an approved coach.

 self-esteem (the way that people feel about themselves while participating; lacking
confidence in their ability, feeling responsible for a team or individual result or having poor
body image which can be exacerbated by uniforms or active wear.)

o We have players from all walks of life in our programs. We train and mentor our
coaches to coach the positive rather than always stopping play when something goes
wrong and trying to "fix it." We stop play when something has gone right and point
that out to the children by recreating the scene and the coach demonstrates what the
player did right (since they may not be able to duplicate their success.) We celebrate
the successes and don't dwell on the "failures." We remind players that it is a process
and we conveniently forget the score when they ask what it is/was. We define
success to the parents as the player being better than they were at the beginning of
the season and to refrain from comparing their child to other children.

 risk (fear of personal injury; child safety concerns; safety of facilities and equipment.)
o Usually, this is something that happens at the U4 and/or U6 age group. We do not

pressure the child to come onto the field and we ask them to let us know when they
are ready to join us. We will stay close to such players until they feel comfortable
interacting with the ball and the other players.

 awareness (not knowing how or where to access participation opportunities; narrow view of
a sport's offerings; poor association with a brand.)

o We utilize a variety of different methods to promote ourselves. We use road-side
signs and social media advertising, primarily. With print advertising reaching less
people and the Town Recreational Guide becoming a virtual publication, we have had
to adapt.

 environment (infrastructure which is inaccessible; unwelcoming environments; poor venue
quality; location and venue safety.)

o Hopefully, these are not barriers for participation in our programming. In the Spring,
the grass can grow quickly and get rather long. We have addressed this with the
Town and they have promised to have the fields cut prior to Monday evenings.

 delivery (poor quality coaches; poorly designed practices; poorly organized sessions; out-of-
date methodology or delivery.)

o We have worked very hard over the past decade to raise the bar with these things!
We have practice plans which are consistent with the LTPD station approach and we
have a full repertoire of practice activities for all age groups. Except in 2021 and
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2022, we have required coaches to take a Canada Soccer technical course. (There
have been a lack of courses within a reasonable distance of Milton these past two
seasons, so we have taken it upon ourselves to train coaches.) We mentor the
coaches and observe their performances regularly and frequently. We emphasize the
positive rather than constantly correcting the breakdowns. We allow the flow of
practice to continue and do coach-overs while the game is in progress. We fashion
our feedback in the form or questions rather than telling the players what is needed.
We try to get the everyone into the activity as quickly as possible and minimize the
amount of talking.

 lack of fitness and/or disability (unable to keep up with the physical demands; lack of
programming for people with cognitive or physical limitations or disabilities; decline in
physical abilities with age; being physically unable to participate.)

o This was more of a problem in 2021 and we expect it to be so again in 2022 as a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic and the lack of opportunities players have had for
quality daily fitness in and after school.

 timing (the day of the week and/or the time of day or night the programming is run may be
inconvenient.)

o With society set up for persons who work 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM, there is not much we
can do about this.

 social (new to the community; shyness; lack of friends/neighbours in the program.)
o Our increased use of Social Media over the past few years has enabled us to reach

people we wouldn't otherwise have reached. Our programming for the summer of
2022 is full with a waiting list in some age groups.

 capacity limits (lack of available spaces within the program.)
o We have been working hard to utilize the spaces allocated to us during the week and

to maximize the use of the fields each evening though league scheduling and the
lighting of the fields during the evening when there is a decrease in daylight hours.


